
A study on the origin of anticipation by guidancefor arti�cial dynamic cognitionKristen Manac'h and Pierre De LoorUniversité Européenne de Bretagne - ENIBLISyC Computer Science Laboratory of Complex SystemsCERV European Center for Virtual Reality25, rue Claude ChappeF-29280 Plouzané (France){deloor,manach}@enib.fr1 IntroductionOur work falls within the scope of the enactive arti�cial intelligence theoreticalframework [FZ08]. The guiding idea of this area is to take the biological roots ofcognition [MV80,VTR93], as a starting point to create arti�cal entities endowedwith agency and allowing the study of some cognitive sciences hypothesis. Theseentities are self-organized complex systems which can be disturbed by their en-vironment. If the dynamics of the system compensate these disturbances, thesystem is viable and the environment makes sense to it [ID07]. The concept ofrepresentation of the environment is then replaced by the concept of sensorimo-tor invariants that the autonomous entity must learn. At the neural level, theseconsiderations lead to the dynamic cognition concept [Bee00]. According to thisconcept, evolutionary robotics uses Continuous Time Recurrent Neural Networks(CTRNN) because they have properties of complex systems [FN93] (chaos, at-tractors, emergence). Using this networks, one can create robots able to adaptto environments for which they have no symbolic representations [BG92]. To �twithin the enactive perspective, [DP00] proposes to provide these networks witha plasticity mechanism, based on the ultrastability concept [Ash60]: If the systementers functioning areas de�ned as unviable, its functioning is modi�ed. Theseapproaches are greatly relevant to show astonishing self-adapting behaviors suchas, for example, the imitation of experiments made on human perception in psy-chology [DP00,WDP07]. More importantly, however they investigate the �eld ofarti�cial sense-making. The problem is to evaluate whether or not such absenceof symbolic representations is compatible with the notion of anticipation, whichis crucial to obtain e�ective behavior [Pez08].Consequently, our concern is to establish experiments which will enable usto move from the status of self-adaptation to that of anticipation induced bytraining, while preserving the use of an arti�cial dynamical cognition approach.We ask the following questions:� Is an arti�cial dynamic cognition model capable of anticipation ?



� If so, is it possible to use something like reinforcement learning to obtainsuch anticipation ?� How might we extract the dynamic principles from this anticipation and thistraining ?The expression of such generative principles concerns what [FZ08] call the hardproblem of the enactive arti�cial intelligence because it is necessary to associatephylogenetic mechanisms with the clari�cation of ontogenetic principles.Here, we fall under a Vygotskian prospect according to which training constitutesa systematic enterprise which fundamentally restructures all of the behavioralfunctions; it can be de�ned as the arti�cial control of the natural developmentprocess [Vyg86]. All of these elements lead us to present an evolutionary roboticsexperiment highlighting a training phenomenon by means of guidance whichimplies an anticipation phenomenon.2 ExperimentThe behavior of the considered entity is conditioned by particular environmentstimuli. Another environmental stimuli might have no in�uence on the initialbehavior of the entity. The challenge is to make a new behavior emerge becauseof this second stimulation, so that the �rst is not longer necessary. The entitythen enacts and anticipates the occurrence of initial stimulation starting fromthe secondary stimulation. In concrete terms, let us consider an entity equippedwith sensors functionally comparable to "eyes and ears". Its "ear" detects signalsthat make it change its orientation (right/left). Each "eye" detects the presenceof one kind of light (A) or (B), but it initially does not display any particularbehavior in presence of these lights. The idea is that the signal sent to the earwill act as a guidance, so that an association between the signal received by theeyes and the one received by the ears is carried out dynamically in the inter-action. In order to do so, we associate the presence of a light with a guidancemoderated according to the e�ective behavior (for example: send signal turn tothe right when light (A) is present and the entity is not turning to the right andturn to the left if it is light (B) and the entity is not turning to the left). Thegoal is that this guidance can attenuate gradually and that in the long term willno longer be necessary. Contrary to reinforcement learning, the question here isnot to associate weights in states or in perceived symbols with a preset strategyof action selection; the question is rather to evolve a dynamic system which doesnot use any pre-given representation of the concepts of action and environment.Our contribution will describe in detail the simulation, the models and theparameters associated with such an experiment. To summarize, the entity isequipped with the sensors mentioned previously and with engines allowing move-ments by using a CTRNN of variable size (we carried out various tests). A ge-netic algorithm is used to establish networks able to associate a movement ofthe entity with a signal corresponding to guidance. We will show the di�erencein behaviors obtained by using a nonplastic network compared to the use of a



Hebbian plasticity which is more powerful. We will support the idea that thiskind of plasticity seems more relevant to us in the context of training whereasultra-stability would be more adapted to self-adaptation. A second phase of thegenetic algorithm selects entities resulting from the �rst phase which are alsocapable of progress in the presence of the light signals. Progess is measured bychecking that the entity is not initially capable of associating sight with move-ment, and that it will gradually learn to do so. The algorithm then selects entitiesable to learn two di�erent associations.

Fig. 1. Plastic network. The two �rst graphs plot the motor neurons activity, the thirdgraph plots the alternance light (A)/light (B) activity and the fourth graph plots theguidance neuron activity.
3 ResultsFigure 1 shows an example of the progress of an entity equipped with 7 neuronsand which can already associate movement with sound guidance. The entity ishere in the presence of visual signals. One seeks to make the entity associatemovements with these signals by using guidance. The most important graph toobserve is the forth starting from the top. It shows the progressive reductionin guidance required in the association between light and movement. Thoughit is not actually the case, one of our objectives is to show the possibility thatstarting from the same initial state, one entity can be receptive to two di�erentsight/motion associations. Such behavior will enable us to consider that an an-ticipation and an enaction of the guiding signal are caused by the light signaland that this anticipation has been learned by guidance. By analyzing the var-ious signals at key moments during the entity's evolution, we hope to identifythe ontogenetic principles from which training and anticipation originate.
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